ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez

Date: November 1, 2007

Subject: Bid# 07-138, Remove and Replace Global Computer Module Equipment at the MDR Building

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following questions:

1. The specifications call for local computer do you want to rehab part of this bid to provide a lap top over there?  
   Yes.

2. Have you had any trouble with the existing stuff that remains the relay transformers and fan coils? Do we replace those? Who has warranty responsibility?  
   On the fan coils have to be removing because they are obsolete and the relay transformers have to be replaced make those completely automatic.

3. What do we do with the temperature transmitters and the relay transformers?  
   The department will need the temperature transmitters returned and the relay transformers we do not need.

4. Is this work going to be done during normal working hours?  
   After working hours 5:00p.m. To 12:00a.m.